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In celebrity news, Big Brother’s Tyler Crispen and Angela
Rummans  are  moving  in  together!  After  less  than  a  week
following the show’s finale, the celebrity couple are moving
in  together  in  L.A.  In  an  exclusive  statement  to
UsMagazine.com, the pair said, “We can’t imagine ourselves
being apart and so it was a natural step for us to make things
official in the real world and move in together.” The couple
fell in love during season 20 on the CBS show. The couple
added, “We’ve never been happier and are so thankful for this
experience that has brought us together.”
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In  celebrity  news,  Big  Brother
stars Tyler and Angela are taking
the  next  step  and  moving  into
together.  What  are  some  ways  to
know  you’re  ready  to  move  in
together?

Cupid’s Advice:

Taking the next step is fun when you’re with the right person!
Cupid has some ways to find out if you’re ready to move
together:

1. You’re on the same page: Same relationship page that is!
It’s important to know that you both want the same things out
of your relationship. An example of this is marriage and kids.
Make sure you’re both heading in the same direction when it
comes to goals and dreams.

Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out What’s Next for Julie
Chen Post-Scandal

2. Practically living together: If you’re basically already
living together. Which means spending most nights at your
partner’s place or vice versa. It would make sense to move in
together.  The  transition  to  cohabitation  will  be  natural.
You’ve seen them sick, smelt their morning breath, observed
their nightly habits. You’re completely comfortable with each
other. You have more realistic expectations moving in together
when you know that your partner leaves her clothes on the
bathroom floor, or that she doesn’t wash the dishes after she
cooks.

Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Pregnant ‘RHOA’ Star
Porsha Williams Is Engaged to Dennis McKinley
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3. Communication: If you can communicate openly and honestly
then  you  should  definitely  move  in  together.  When  living
together you must be able to share your pain, concerns, and
dreams. You must be able to speak honestly with your partner.
Because home is where the heart is.

What are some way to know you’re ready to move in together?
Share your thoughts below.


